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DONAULAGER LOGISTICS adds Cool Liner with
CELSINEO
DONAULAGER LOGISTICS adds more modern vehicles to its fleet: All new Krone Cool Liners are
equipped with the modular CELSINEO cooling unit, a joint development by Liebherr and Krone. The
great flexibility and high availability of the refrigeration convinced the international logistics service
provider. "The decisive factors are the operability of the units, the continuous assurance of
temperatures during transport, and above all the flexibility to be able to provide equipment that meets
the highest quality requirements," says Managing Director Gottfried Buchinger, MBA. The topic of
service is also of great importance to DONAULAGER LOGISTICS: "This is where CELSINEO speaks for
itself, because it is possible to exchange refrigeration modules - quickly and, above all, economically".
With over 100 refrigerated trailers in its own fleet, almost 100% of which are Krone Cool Liners,
DONAULAGER LOGISTICS is optimally equipped for national and international refrigerated transport.
The company always uses the most modern equipment for refrigerated transport. Among other things,
the trailers are equipped with GPS tracking systems or temperature telematics for online monitoring of
the transport temperature. In total, around 32,000 loads were transported in the areas of refrigerated
and curtainsider transport in the past business year. Christian Bozsoki, responsible for international
transports at DONAULAGER LOGISTICS, explains: "We were able to implement our existing service
contract partners for CELSINEO service, both locally in Linz and in Romania and Greece, where we
operate on the long haul". Gottfried Buchinger sums up: "The cooperation between Liebherr and Krone
is very professional." More in the video on the CELSINEO YouTube Channel: <link 
www.youtube.com/channel/UCEA28pQxTm4r6iNh9__yIqA/featured&gt
;https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEA28pQxTm4r6iNh9__yIqA/featured</link> About CELSINEO
The Celsineo modular refrigeration unit is a Krone and Liebherr development and features three
refrigeration modules. The modules of Celsineo can all be controlled individually. This results in more
precise control of the temperature in the loading area. Uninterrupted cooling is ensured by
simultaneous cooling and defrosting. The system covers numerous application areas, making the
overall trailer system even more versatile. DONAULAGER LOGISTICS – the logistics centre in the
heart of Europe
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DONAULAGER LOGISTICS was founded in 1954 and has been a 100% subsidiary of the LINZ AG Group
since 1998. The logistics company focuses on special segments and offers deep-freeze and refrigerated
warehouses for foodstuffs, warehouses for pharmaceutical products with temperature monitoring and
special warehouses for hazardous goods and water-polluting substances. In the area of transport
logistics, DONAULAGER LOGISTICS is on the road with groupage, partial and full loads throughout
Europe and with truck-mounted forklifts throughout Austria. In addition to the development and
realisation of outsourcing projects in the 4PL (FOURTH PARTY LOGISTICS) and industrial logistics
segment, the company offers time-efficient and customer-oriented coordination of value chains.
Today, the logistics service provider employs around 150 people. The trimodal location is at the port of
Linz, directly on the Danube inland waterway. It has a direct rail connection, three motorway junctions
and a container terminal. Caption: Krone and Liebherr hand over ten Krone Cool Liner refrigerated
trailers with CELSINEO refrigeration units to DONAULAGER LOGISTICS. From left to right: Florian
Hofstätter, Regional Sales Manager Krone; Christian Bozsoki, International Transport DONAULAGER
LOGISTICS; Gottfried Buchinger, MBA, Managing Director DONAULAGER LOGISTICS; Florian Holzleitner,
Refrigerated Logistics DONAULAGER LOGISTICS; Manfred Handl, Sales & Marketing CELSINEO, Liebherr
Transportation- Systems. *All picture/video recordings were made in compliance with the Corona
guidelines applicable on site.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.:
SIMON RICHENHAGEN
Phone +49 5951 209-8216 · E-mail: simon.richenhagen@krone.de
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